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Sumarv - 

A fast shaving ejection during 10 or 11 turns is the 
mcst promising system for the transfer of the CPS beam 

to the 300 GeV machine under construction for which the 
CPS is to be the injector. The scheme uses a pair of 

fast kickers which shift the beam in 10 or 11 steps 
across an electrostatic septum, located at a position 
where the amplitude function is increased to near lOCha 
and the momentum compaction function reduced to near 
zero. A prototype system has been installed in the CPS 

and tests have been carried out at 10 GeV/c with bunched 
and adiabatically debunched beams. The stability of the 
operation, ejection efficiency, emittance and momentum 
spread of the ejected beam are of major interest and 
have been measured. The test results are in agreement 
with theory and no serious difficulties have been ob- 
served. 

paction factor crp nearly zero (see Fig. 2). The local 
blow-up helps to reduce beam losses on the ES, and ap 
z 0 reduces the momentum shift during the peeling pro- 
cess to a negligible value. The pair of quadrupoles is 
matched such that the phase advance between the fast 
bumpers is .zxactly 3r;/2 (see Fig. 1). and the relative 
strength of the fast bumpers is adjusted to avoid cohe- 
rent oscillations. 
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Introduction 

The extraction of a proton beam during a few tens 
of revolutions was already proposed in 19661) but de- 
tailed studies started later when the CERN PS became 
nf interest as an injector for the future 300 GeV ma- 
ohine2). The multiturn shaving ejection (“continuous 
transfer system”) allows a uniform filling of the SPS 
,^ ; . rcumference which is of special interest to avoid 
longitudinal instabilities. Furthermore, this scheme 
copes with a bunched or debunched beam, so that debun- 
thing in the SPS can be avoided, thus resulting in a 
smaller longitudinal bunch area. 
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FIG. 2: icH Aitn ~rc7FIFKTWI CIYPXTION BETWEEN EJECTIO:: 
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Hardware Description 

Another advantage of the system is the reduction of 
the horizontal beam emittance to about one third of 
that of the CPS. Firstly, a numerical analysis3) es tab- 
lished the feasibility of the scheme, then tests were 
performed on the machine. Results of both will be re- 
ported hereafter. 

‘The slow bumpers, quadrupoies and the extractor mag- 
net are standard devices and will not be described here. 
The electrostatic septum (ES) is normally used for slow 
ejections), the working conditicns are listed below. ‘The 
fast bumpers FB71 and FB95 and the associated programmed 
pulse generator were designed specially for these tests 
6,7). Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 3. It consists 
of 22 thyratrons, 11 of which are connected in series 
via cables acting as storage lines. The discharge length 
of each cable is slightly longer than the revolution 

time of the particles in the CPS (2.1~~) in order to 

Electrostatic deflector Extractor Magnet 

Fast. slow \ 

FE-71 073 860 ES83 088 cl89 FB95 SM.16 

FIG. 1: SCHEME !:F SHAVING EJECTTON 

‘Ces t Arrangemcn t avoid holes in the prograrmne pulse. The lines ‘are char- 

‘PIE test arrangement has been worked out so thnt as 
ged bv 11 rcsanant paver supplies allowing an individual 

n,iny c lcn;ects ‘L.5 pos.s1hle of existing ejecticn schemes 
voltage adjustment of every step of the progr,imme pulse. 

could jc use-d’+). Fig. 1 shows the location of the hard- 
Fig. &c shows a typic<>1 magnet current pulse u.sed during 

~;:re in the 1::;‘s ring toj7vt:ltzr wit‘, the sciirnatic or-ii ts. 
t!le tes tc: . 

F’l.i. , , .;!,7u !;::n:pur.; !!8? an:! B?!? push t!:e ho-m onto t!re SpeciFi?Itlon.s: 
electrost,itic septum liSFi3, across which the bc,am i:? Fnst ~9Imper5 FB71 + 515: 

iii i I tt:d progrcs, ivc. Ly by 1x’;>ns (of the programmed fast max. ‘,nnd1ng xlg,le: 0.) ‘5nr~id at 10 Ge’:iL-, 

i,l.mp<trs Fl371 :~nil Fl(95. ‘Two ql1,ldrupoles 073 and Q&I ore induct~lncc: ‘I.!,PLl, 

kded 111 order to achicvr il beml blow up at the ES pu- rise and fall ti1.e: -’ 45Or.h. 

:i itian accl .It t‘le same time to make the momentum corn- 
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Generator: 
11 programmsble steps; 
max. current 85OA; 
step pulse length 2.1~s; 
impedance 25.2; 
max. voltage . 45 kl’. 

Electrostatic septum: 
septum thickness O.Inm; 
length O.Sm; 
field strength 120 kV over 1Omn gap; 

Quadrupoles: 
KI = 0.07m-1. 

CIC. 3: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE STAIRCASE PULSE GENERATOR 

Instrumentation 

Besides the standard CPS equipment for beam observa- 
tion, specialized fast beam transformers were used for 
the circulating and the ejected beam. The droop of the 
transformer was compensated electronically. The RF bunch 
structure of the signal was filtered out in order to be 
independent of the bunch form. This technique allows to 
observe the signal contour comfortably on a storage 
SCOPC?. Yoreover, an analog divider unit controlled by 
the internal beam intensity permitted a display of nor- 
malized signal height. 

Test Xesults 

General. All the tests were carried out at 10 GeV/c 
but under various machine conditions: during normal 
acceleration, on a magnetic flat top, with high or re- 
duced RF voltage, after :dinbatic debunch:rp. Several 

horizontal betntron oscillation frequencies were tried 
out (6.23 5 Q,, : 6.28) as well as several betatron amp- 
litudes .it thg ES position. Various tuning of the qua- 
drupole p.air and compensation of the pair of fast bump- 
er, wert’ .’ .tpplled in crder to modify the residual cohe- 
rent sscill.rtions. It is easier to compensate for them 
r;h.?n (IFI . 6 .28, but in fact t’rey have little importance 
because their eflect on the ejected bex can always be 
cancelled by appropri.atc .idjwitrc*nt qot the fist bumper 
progr.rmme. Wil rtever tire set of conditions cho.scn,it :~a$ 
3lw~1ys possible to eject the bean witholrt difficulties. 
The ~:acii inr i,ltens i ty during the tc’sts was between 12C 
ar.d 1% * 101iJ ppp, 

:‘ile L;t;lnd.lrd :per;itir>n ‘was .rn 11 turn ejection, but 
after readjustment of the ;taircase pulse of the Fast 
hmper.s, ejoc:tion within 10 zr fewer turns was easily 
p,,ssiblr. 

I’ i g s . i a , 11 , c s h .w t i: c internal he.lm currL,nt .Ji’cred.i- 
i 2; rd::ri::,: 2?;,s in :: .jttp.s togetiiei ui iii ii~e rjccced 
beam signal and the related staircase pulse of the fast 
bnmpcrs. 

FIG. 4 a) 
FALLING INTENSITY OF 
CPS BEAM OVER 11 TRUNS 
(5ps/cm; RF STRUCTURE 
FILTERED OUT) 

FIG. 4 b) 
TYPICAL EJECTED BEAM 
INTENSITY 

(5ps/cm; RF STRUCTURE 
FILTERED OUT) 

FIG. 4 c) 
TYPICAL CURRENT OF FAST 
BUMPERS 

(5lJs/cm) 

The rise and fall time of the ejected beam are de- 
termined by the properties of the fast bumpers and are 
here of the order of 450ns (10 to 90Z of amplitude). 

Efficiency of 11 Turn Shaving Ejection 

The efficiency of the operation is rather important, 
not so much from the beam transfer point of view, but 
rather concerning the induced radioactivity in the CPS. 

The computer simulation gave approx. SW loss under 
the following assumptions: apparent thickness of the 
electrostatic septum d = O.l%m, horizontal emittance 
E = 1.3~~ rad.m, B = 9Chr at ES, all particles hitting 
the septum being lost. 

The efficiency was measured by comparison with a 
fast extracted heom (the 20 bunch fast extrAction is 
virtually lossless) and by calibration of a loss monitor 
near the ES. The horizontal a-ni_ttxcr~ ~..J~.c ?’ ? ? s ‘, r Y-’ ‘1 t 

the same ti.ne. ‘The measured efficiencies were 902 .rnd 
911 respectively with an emittnnce of I-; rad.m. 

The efficiency it, expected to increase with higher 
intensity in the CPS because <If the conjoint increase 
of emittance (the computed c.ffii:iency is ever Qh:: for 
1-3 = 6~ radem). 

Prof ii e Measurements 

‘The peeling prncess inplies an e:::i tt ince r,:dlict ion 
of the ejected beam which changes ui th time. An i‘il‘i t tdn- 
cc measurement is di Ificult Fecau,<e of tile c-,-mplic,ated 
:;l-iapcs of tile beam cuts %rnd the influence of tile moxc~n- 
turn spread. In order tc check the predictions, the ‘jenm 
prnf ile wrs w;isurcd in locations w:lfre it :;hnv:; signi- 
ficant chani:es from turn to turn. 

Figs. 5n,b, .;how the complltr~d hrvw prnlilqes t-f ti!z 
ejected beam in these loccltions nnd Figs. bn,b, show 
examples of me;lsuruwnts mnd~ with a charge co 11 cc t i ni: 
scanning target whose analog signals were sampled as a 
function of time and horizontal displacer:ent. The :curvcj 
are in qualitative agreement. 
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a) b) 

FIG. 5: COMPUTED PROFILE OF EJECTED BEAM 
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Ejection of a Debunched Beam 

Ejection tests were also made with an adiabatically 
debunched beam8) in order to reduce the momentum spread. 
No difficulties were observed in conjunction with the 
shaving process. Figs. 7 a and 5 show a typical ejected 
beam current signal after debunching. The structure of 
the ejected beam is due to imperfect debunching; unwan- 
ted coupling impedances of CPS equipment are likely 
causes of the structure. 

FIG. 7 a) 
(5~s/cm; unfiltered) 

FIG. 7 b) 
(loons/cm; unfiltered) 

FIGS. 7 a + b: STRUCTURE OF EJECTED BEAM AFTER 
DEBUNCHING 

Stability of the Shaving Operation 

The pulse-to-pulse stability of the peeling process 
achievable with the experimental set-up can be inferred 
from Fig. 8. A bunched beam is slightly more unstable 
then a debunched one (probably due to the influence of 
the beam control system during the establishment of the 

FIG. 8: SHORT TERM 
STABILITY OF EJECTED 
BEAM INTENSITY AFTER 
ADIABATIC DEBUNCHING. 
RF STRUCTURE FILTERED 
OUT; 20 SHOTS SUPER- 
IMPOSED; 5>s/cn. 

Drifts observed during periods of several hours 
could be cured by slight readjustment of the radial beam 
position at the ES. The sensitivity to variations of se- 
veral parameters xas tested: pnrameter variaticns which 
brought approximately 107 modulation of the ejected beam 
current were: - slow bump at ES : - 0 . 3 ;.; 

- current af fast bumpers : -1.5;; 
- mean radial beam position : -0.3mm 

idurin,? acceleration) <> 
As an example, Figs. n a,h,c, siow the influence of I>enm 
position variation ar the ES on the ejected ii+c~-i~. Ti:e 
EC angle is not critical within t O.?mrad. 

0 : : t G . I’:(:‘i:fi I!.li.K’i’,AL PRI~FILIC !:: 0;.1”1’10’; C)l’ 
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FIG. 9 a) 
NO VARIATIO?I 

FIG. 0 b) 
VARLA'I'ION BY -0. s an 

FIG. Y c) 
VARIATIOK BY +O.3 mm 

FIC,s. q a.b.c : EJECTED BEAH CUR&:NL' (j;‘j:cm; RF , , 
STRUCTURE FILTERED OUT) 
CHANGE IN BEAH POSITlON 
SEPTUM 

EFFECT OF 
.\T ELECTROSTATIC 

Conclusion 

The tests have shown that a multiturn shaving estrac- 
tion can be handled without major problems. It shows 

gocd stability, the parameter tolerances are rens-nahle, 
the efficiency is compar.~ble wit!1 ot!>er, already :sell 
established extraction schemes. Since this type of ejec- 
tion can handle bunched and drbunched beams and tile 
ejection dur,ltion can be easily varied, it is ~1 flexible 
instrument for the transfer of he.%r:s between sync'lro- 
trcns. 
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